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FROM THE RABBI

By Gerald Zelizer

Virtues of the Marathon Rabbi:
Everyone Benefited from My 44 Years at the Same Pulpit

E

ven before my first day on the job, 44
years ago, as I was stocking up at a supermarket for my new residence, a soon-to-be
congregant approached me in the parking lot.
“You won’t last one year in Congregation Neve
Shalom,” the congregant said. Your predecessor was too beloved, and you’ll never fill his
shoes.”
That was when I first understood a question I was asked more than once as a rabbinical student in the 1960s: “Is this a job for a
Jewish boy?” Young colleagues today tell me
they continue to be asked the same question.
The question is intended to be humorous, but
also empathetic. It means, “How can an able
and dedicated person like yourself eschew the
other career possibilities to do this one, and
subject yourself to 24/7 work, a fish bowl existence, contradictory demands from contradictory constituencies and 1,000 bosses?”
The truth is that the shelf life of American
clergy in a church is too brief. Almost 50% of
churches have two or three different pastors
preaching from the pulpit over a decade. A
nationwide study by the research company
Barna Group found that the average stay in a
parish in 2000 was five years. Barna concludes
that because a clergyperson’s greatest effectiveness comes after 10 years, the more limited stay “may be short changing pastors, and
the congregations they serve, by prematurely
terminating their tenure.”
Many of my classmates who were ordained with me in 1964 began their life’s work
as pulpit rabbis, but after a few years they
ended up in law, insurance, investment banking, academics, administration, fundraising,

chaplaincy or psychotherapy or as mohels or
scrap iron entrepreneurs. Some suffered
burnout. Some suffered “throw out,“ as their
employment was terminated at one congregation after another. According to Kevin
Leicht, professor of sociology at the University
of Iowa and co-author of “Professional Work,”
“Clergy firings are very high compared with
the national labor force, where 1.2% of all
employees are involuntarily terminated. The
rate is even higher than coaches in the NFL, a
notoriously unstable profession.”
Despite these traps, my four-plus decades stay with my congregation happened for
two reasons. The laity kept inviting me back
because they concluded that, regardless of
my shortcomings, the synagogue would be
worse without me. I accepted the invitations
because I concluded that the privilege and joy
of teaching, preaching, pastoring, inculcating
the religious explanation of our place in their
world was far greater than the fish bowl exposure, picky criticisms and petty politics.
“Rabbi” is a verb, not a noun. Here are
some of the fulfilling moments when I “rabbied.” A Sabbath service that I structured where
the room is filled with young and old who
came to love religious Judaism as I do; 44
years of classes with 40-plus adults each year
who give up their Sunday mornings to study
Judaism; the person who will say to me,
“Rabbi, I never lived that mitzvah until you
explained it”; helping someone to think
through life-and-death decisions regarding a
loved one, and simply being with someone,
but saying little, when that loved one has just
died. All that is “to rabbi.”

This column was originally published in
The Forward, in the April 25, 2014 issue.

What difference did my “rabbi-ing” for
44 years, rather than five, make to me and to
the congregation?
To me and my family, it made a big
difference: We did not have to suffer the
emotional and physical uprooting of moving
from place to place. I could be tranquil in
focusing on not only the urgent tasks of
“rabbi-ing ” — tasks that someone in jest
called “hatching, matching and dispatching,”
but also on the necessary tasks of “rabbiing”: studying, preparing for classes and
thinking through sermons, sharpening the
larger vision for my congregation, spending
as much time as congregants need when they
come to talk through their problems or lie in
a hospital bed.
How did the congregation benefit? They
got a young rabbi, then a mature rabbi, then
an old rabbi as many of them, too, were first
young, then mature, then old. Their rabbi
understood their ups and downs in life because he was experiencing what they were
experiencing at the same time. My counsel
was grounded in knowing them, their children and their children’s children. And the
young ones who affiliated with the congregation when I was already old? They helped me
to learn that vision, competence, enthusiasm
and dedication are not necessarily age related.
What kind of a job has this been for a
nice Jewish boy? One that has been a sacred
calling and not just a job. And all the more so
because I stayed in one place with one congregation for all those decades of growth and
learning.
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O

n Thursday evening, June 12, Cantor
Anna West Ott and I will be conducting
an amazing community program which we
think everyone will enjoy and find educational
and entertaining. Featuring the Jewish Choir of
Central NJ, Makhelat Hamercaz, and a number
of talented instrumentalists, we will be singing
a joyful and diverse evening of settings of
Psalms from the Renaissance to Rock, Classic
to Contemporary. Culturally varied settings will
be sung in Hebrew, Latin, English and even
Yiddish.
In one case we sing the same text in a
setting in Latin by Palestrina and then in Hebrew with an African inspired rhythm. I took a
gospel Psalm setting which we do first in English and then in Hebrew using Psalm texts that
I matched to the music. Composers such as
Leonard Bernstein, Salomon Rossi and other
classics are included. We will also have surprises featuring today’s pop favorites from America and Israel.

Membership Incentive
Reminder! If you recruit a new family to join Neve Shalom, you can earn
$180 off your dues!!


In
Memoriam

The concert will be at Anshe Emeth Memorial Temple in New Brunswick at 7:30 pm
and free refreshments will be served afterwards. Benefactors, Patrons, Friends, Adults,
Senior and Student rates are available and
you can purchase tickets from Flora Cowen or
myself. Kevin Werbel, a member of Neve
Shalom and well-known area drummer, will
be one of the musicians accompanying the
pop and rock tunes. Dave Schlossberg, is the
pianist for this event.
This program is funded in part by the
Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders, Middlesex County Cultural and Heritage
Commission, the NJ State Council on the Arts
and the Karma Foundation.
For more information go to mercazchoir.org or call 732-322-1252. I think you
will really enjoy this fun and enlightening
program and look forward to seeing you
there.




The joining member(s) should indicate you referred them on their
application.
They need to be members in good-standing for more than one year.
They are new to Neve Shalom and were not previously a member.
A recurring theme during
our Community Conversations
was that Congregation Neve
Shalom is a warm and welcoming place.
Congregants have deeply
appreciated their synagogue
family especially during difficult
times.
Help tell others how
wonderful it is to be a part of
our Neve Shalom family.

David Harrison
father of Judi Harrison Gross
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Membership Vice President

O

ver the last three years, I have been
honored to serve as our Membership
Vice President. It has been another exciting
and productive time together! We have been
doing many exciting things for Membership
inreach and outreach. I want to thank all the
Membership Committee members for their
time and dedication. There have been several
sub-committees that have helped ensure that
we continually assess and enhance what we
do to make the Neve Shalom experience more
meaningful. The committees have included:
Membership
Directory,
Keruv
(Acceptance), Library, and Web & Communications.
There is so much that we have accomplished together over these last three years,
that I thought it fitting to do a “Chai” reflections of the wonderful progress that we’ve
made.
18. The “Congregant Q&A” Bulletin column: Thank you for the positive feedback
on this column. This interview series has
been a fun and easy way to help congregants to get to know one another a little
better. Feedback has confirmed that these
interviews not only help put names with
faces, but people discover things they have
in common with others, and can make
easier connections.
17. Neve Shalom website! The launch of
our brand new website was a huge undertaking, and one of which we are very
proud. We have a fresh and friendly portal
to welcome people to explore all we offer
at our synagogue.
16. Neve Shalom consistent email addresses: In the spirit of making it easier to
reach our clergy, staff and volunteers, we
created easy-to-remember and consistent e-mail addresses
(i.e. rabbi@neveshalom.net).
15. “Neve Now!” weekly email updates: These enhanced weekly emails
have provided a fresh and easier-to-read
view of what’s happening at Neve Shalom
each week.
14. Weekly Shabbat Shalom phone calls:
These Thursday night phone calls from our
President help ensure that our members
know key information for Shabbat, the
weekend, and upcoming week. When the
phone rings and it’s the synagogue, we
want to hear happy news!
13. New Membership Directory: This longawaited project was lovingly completed by
a dedicated group of individuals. We were

able to self-fund this project due to advertising revenue. Updates will be provided
electronically a few times per year.
12. Neve Shalom Welcomes You
signs: These blue and white signs around
town help make it easier for guests and
potential members to find us.
11. Chai Shabbat: This annual service celebrates our members who have achieved
the milestone of 18 years of membership
or more. This meaningful Shabbat service
includes personal testaments to our synagogue experience over the years.
10. New Member Welcome Bags: New
members are brought welcome letters,
challah, grape juice and Shabbat candles,
as well as a small token that is something
holiday-related, usually for Chanukah. We want them to know we are happy they have joined us!
9. Suggestion Box: Conveniently located
outside the office window, be sure to let
us know your ideas and suggestions.
8. Keruv/Interfaith Committee: Keruv
means “welcoming and incorporating all
into our synagogue, the Jewish Community and Jewish Life itself.” This committee
began as a way to enhance our communications to help interfaith members understand how they can play an active role
participating in our synagogue. With the
help of the broader Federation of Jewish
Men’s Club’s initiative, we have transformed our synagogue mission statement
to offer a warm atmosphere where all can
develop a meaningful connection to Judaism, including those who are born Jews,
interfaith families, those interested in
exploring Judaism, straight and gay individuals, couples and families. Our members are as diverse as the communities in
which we live; our vibrant adult and youth
programs provide something for everyone. A “chavurah” – friendship circle will
be starting soon.
7. Membership recruitment incentive: If
you recruit a new family/member unit to
join Neve Shalom, you can earn $180 off
your dues!! The joining member(s) should
indicate you referred them on their application. They need to be members in goodstanding for more than one year. They are
new to Neve Shalom and not previously a
member. Several have earned this thank
you incentive over the last few years.
6. Library: Our Library has been an asset to
Neve Shalom for many decades. Renewed
interest in refreshing the Library resulted
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in a new and revitalized committee that
has looked at how to make the space
more user-friendly, updated and welcoming to Nursery School and Hebrew School
students as well as to the adults. As the
mission has evolved, the Library Committee identified as a Membership asset
and interest area, is now transitioned over
to our Education portfolio.
5. Booster Seats: Parents asked for it, and
we delivered. Check out the bright green
booster seats to help make socializing at
Kiddush much easier with young children.
4. Nursing Station: Our Library has been
made available as a more quiet and private location for nursing mothers during
Shabbat services.
3. Open House: Welcome outreach to new
members throughout the year.
2. Neve Shalom Newspaper Ads: We publish ads in NJJN or other local papers,
sending our best wishes for the holidays,
but also encouraging readers to contact us
in a variety of ways.
1. Personal phone calls and
letters: Outreach to maintain communications with members who have moved
away or taken a hiatus is important. We
share many life cycle events together, and
we become an extended family to one
another. Just like we all have relatives or
friends that we don’t see for awhile, we
always want to welcome them back.
Our congregation combines a history of
three wonderful area shuls: Adath Israel,
Ohev Shalom, and Neve Shalom. Each entity
has brought together a rich history of simchas and memories. As we often reflect
upon the fond memories, we also look forward to building many more wonderful
memories together with all of you. I remind
everyone that this is an open committee, so
please come join us anytime with input. While I will be transitioning to become
your Education Vice President, please know
that I am always available to hear your feedback, insights and ideas!
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Adult Ed News

Hebrew School
News

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

Another AMAZING YEAR!!
As we review this past Adult Education year and list
the many events and classes in one article it is quite
impressive what a synagogue of our size is able to
accomplish. We thank Amy Artman and all of the
volunteers and speakers who made this year’s Book and Author Event,
last October, such a success. Thanks also to everyone who participated
and attended the Halleluyah Concert with the NJ Cantors and HaZamir
Teens filling the Sanctuary with beauty, joy, music and confetti.
We thank the Neve Shalom Scholar-in-Residence Fund, the Ohev
Shalom Endowment and the Gilbert and Claudie Hayat Endowment
for their support of this year’s Scholar-in-Residence program. We are
most grateful to the following benefactors who contributed this year:
Amy & Ira Artman, Kenneth & Carol Bernstein, Flora Cowen, Lawrence Dombrow, Linda Erdreich, Lena Feld, Sandy Fields, Joy & Sam
Grafton, Stephen Gross & Judith Harrison, Lynne Harrison, Barbara
Reed Kesler & Michael Kesler, Robert & Sandra Moss, Edna Sherber,
Nancy & Stuart Shlossman, Barbara & Eliot Spack, Benna Brodsky &
Frank Thompson. Our Scholar, Burt Visotzky, was entertaining, educational and enlightening.
We brought some new programs this year. Federation sponsored
our Bible Family Fun Day, Wendy Kushner helped organize Multiple
Minyans on a Shabbat morning. Keith and Melissa Boxer took over
running the Tu B’Shevat Seder with great food from MAOZ caterer.
Together with Temple EmanuEl & Beth Mordecai we ran a night of
study: Jewish Takes on Social Justice. The Men’s Club did their annual
World Wide Wrap. We thank the Segal family for an outstanding day
with artist, David Moss. This year’s Israel Segal event included David
working with the children, teaching the adults and in the afternoon
doing a project with teens and adults. The Susy Schwartz concert artist
Julie Silver was a delight. We look forward to studying with Steve
Gross on Shavuot Evening June 3.
All of our Shabbat guest speakers were outstanding. We are so
grateful to Gilbert and Claudie Hayat for enabling us to bring such
varied and high quality presenters. Ben Dworkin spoke about NJ elections, Gary Rendsburg taught about differing views in the Torah. Kerry Olitzky led a most engaging and thought provoking discussion about
Welcoming the Stranger and Mordy Schwartz shared insights of the
creation of the Talmud. Nancy Abramson, Director of the JTS Cantorial
School, shared controversial views about Cantors of the Future and Pat
Henry, a Holocaust expert, enthralled us with information about Jews
in France. Ken Moss spoke in May about Jews of Poland in the 1930s.
Rabbi Zelizer continues to attract a large number of students
every Sunday morning. This year they discussed: Religion and Judaism,
The Talmud, and the Seder. This last class is available on YouTube for
everyone to view. The Hazzan led a varied film series about Bible issues. Bruce Greenberg taught a wonderful Hebrew Reading class. We
are thrilled that the Men's Club runs Monday night Touchdowns &
Torah, Haftarot and Hockey. Our Hebrew School parents participated
in a series of Java Nagila discussions on fascinating and timely topics.
Our synagogue website continues to have educational material as
well. The Rabbi’s sermons and writings are often posted. The Hazzan
created a bar/t mitzvah section with videos, audio recordings, articles,
checklists and a lot of helpful info (this is in the “PRAY” area). We also
recently posted pictures and information about our synagogue’s
stained glass windows.
We look forward to looking for many ways to teach our members
and hope you take advantage of as many programs as you can.

W

e have been working very hard to plan exciting
and dynamic events and designing systems to
make Hebrew School as convenient as possible for our
families.
ONLINE REGISTRATION
Parents can register online and easily fill in multiple forms if
they have more than one child. Go to: http://
neveshalom.nirsham.com/form/hebrew-school-reg-2014-2015
FREE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Thanks to a wonderful generous donor, there will be no charge
for Sunday only classes, Gan, 1st and 2nd grades. (Parents do need to
pay a small Book and Materials fee.) We encourage you to speak
with friends and neighbors and invite anyone with children that age
to join our excellent, award winning Hebrew School.
SUMMER SERVICE POINTS
During the school year we encourage every child to attend
Shabbat and holiday services. At the May Awards Assembly, we give
certificates and candy bars to the children who reach at least 18
hours of activities. Attending other Jewish programming, including:
concerts, films, museums, reading books, and trips are also rewarded
with points. To make it even easier for the children to meet the
goals, we are now giving points over the summer, if families attend
services at Neve Shalom, that will be added to next year’s total.
Sticker books will be out in the sanctuary and children simply need to
put the stars on their pages. If families do Jewish activities, just email
Hazzan@NeveShalom.net and he will add the extra trips or programs. If a family goes to Israel over the summer the student will
also earn ten points.
The one exception is summer camp. While we love for our kids
to go to Jewish summer camps, it is not fair for one child to earn
hundreds of points that other children cannot possibly do.
LOOKING FORWARD TO NEXT YEAR
Our Hebrew School theme next year is MITZVOT. The weekly
emails will include easy projects families can do at home and in the
community. We will invite grandparents and other older friends for a
special Grandparents Day in September with a great professional
storyteller and fun hands on projects. In October there will be a trip
to the Jewish Children’s Museum in Brooklyn. Around Chanukah we
will bring visitors from assisted living centers to come do activities
with our children and collect canned foods to donate to food pantries. Special tzedakah and other projects will take place throughout
the year.
Recently, our tzedakah projects have included sending
mishloach manot baskets to children at the Lakeview School in Roosevelt Park, sending Purim contributions to lone Israeli soldiers,
sending money to Jewish Family Services in Middlesex County to
help feed shut-ins and a large donation to help the fourth grade of
the James Monroe School that suffered the recent fire.
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OVER THE SUMMER
Any of the children who used the Online Learning Materials
should be able to continue reviewing the lessons and prayers and
playing the games over the summer. We urge children to keep reading Hebrew and attending services so they don’t forget the wonderful skills they have mastered this past year. We wish you a great
summer and look forward to a spectacular year starting in the fall.
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Called to the Torah
Sarah Schildkraut,
the daughter of
Deborah and Brett
Schildkraut, will be
called to the Torah
as a bat mitzvah on
Saturday, June 7.
Many relatives will
join in the celebraSarah
tion,
including
brother
David;
Grandma Suzanne Schildkraut of Boynton
Beach, FL; Uncle Marc and Aunt Lynn Sessler,
and cousins Aliza, Hannah, and Naomi from
Edison; Uncle Ezra and Aunt Randi Peisach
and cousins Rebecca and Joshua from Fair
Lawn; Uncle Daniel and Aunt Elissa Kestin
with cousins Hazel and Haley from South
Orange; and Uncle Mark and Aunt Rachel
Schildkraut, and cousins Jordan and Jessica
from Glen Rock.
Sarah is in the 7th grade at Woodrow
Wilson Middle School in Edison, where her
favorite subjects are Band and Social Studies.
Reading, musical theatre, choral singing,
band, and dance (tap, ballet, jazz, and modern) are among Sarah’s many interests and
hobbies. She plays the xylophone and other
percussion instruments, and she currently
participates in Concert Band, Percussion Ensemble, Wind Ensemble, Concert Choir, and
Drama Club at school.
This year, Sarah was selected for Central
New Jersey Region Chorus, and she played
the role of The Cat in the Hat in a local production of “Seussical Junior.” She has also
appeared in her school’s performances of
“The Little Mermaid” and “Honk.” In addition
to attending Hebrew School, she participates
in Girl Scouts, where she achieved the Bronze
Award as a Junior Scout, and she is currently a
Cadette Scout. She also participates in Odyssey of the Mind, and she studies dance at
Metuchen School of Dance.
Domestically, Sarah’s travels have taken
her to Florida, New England, Lake George,
Williamsburg, Charleston, Savannah, San
Francisco, Salt Lake City, Yellowstone and
Grand Tetons National Parks. She has completed Junior Ranger Programs at the many
National Parks she’s visited. Internationally,
she has traveled to England and Israel.
About her trip to Israel, Sarah reports,
“Last summer, I was fortunate enough to
travel to Israel with my family. I had a bat
mitzvah at the Abbell Synagogue known as
the “Chagall Windows Synagogue” at Hadassah Hospital. It was a very special experience
to read and carry the Torah, deliver a D’var
Torah, and participate in the service in such a

very special place.” Sarah is a proud Life
Member of Hadassah. Over the years, she has
enjoyed helping her mom with Hadassah
volunteer work. She also enjoys being a
Young Judaean and has a deep love for Israel.
Sarah has a very special plan for her
mitzvah project: “My mitzvah project is
called ‘Scholarships for Sprouties.’ For the
past four summers, I have attended Young
Judaea’s Sprout Lake Camp, and I am excited
about this being my fifth summer there. I
want to raise money to help other children
get an enjoyable and meaningful experience
like mine. Not everyone can afford to go to
camp.
One of the things that makes Camp
Sprout Lake so special is MADIMOW, which
means Making A Difference In My Own Way.
These are community service projects where
we help people in different ways. For example, we worked on a farm to help supply food
for people in food deserts, we served lunch at
a local soup kitchen, we visited an old age
home to cheer up the residents, and lots
more! So while we have an awesome time
with our electives, with Maccabiah (color
wars), and other camp activities, we are also
doing meaningful things to help the community. To support my fund-raising efforts to
help children who can’t afford camp to be
able to experience this wonderful opportunity, please go to this web site:” http://
www.crowdrise.com/OneGrandChallenge/
fundraiser/sarahschildkraut
Sarah said, “I understand the importance
of tikkun olam and helping others. I have seen
my parents and grandparents all be involved
in many aspects of volunteerism.” After her
grandmother Rita ("YiaYia") died from AML
Leukemia, Sarah decided to donate 14 inches
of her hair to Chai Lifeline to help children
fighting cancer. Chai Lifeline helps children
and their families facing the heartbreaking
challenges of cancer and chronic illnesses.

Michelle Arnel, the
daughter of Chris
and Ross Arnel, will
become a bat mitzvah on June 14.
Michelle’s sister, Samantha, will
celebrate
with
Michelle on her
Michelle
special day, along
with Grandmother Annick Tregaro and Uncle
Jean-Marc Tregaro from Brittany, France,
Grandmother Laurette Arnel from New York,
and Aunt Lisa Marti from Boulder, Colorado.
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By Flora Cowen

Michelle is in the 7th grade at Woodrow
Wilson Middle School in Edison, where her
favorite subjects are Math and Art.
Michelle tells us that she “...enjoys
sketching and being creative.” She also enjoys
reading, and in the summer, her main sports
activity is swimming.
As for travels, Michelle reports, “I’ve
visited my grandparents twice in Brittany,
France, when I was younger, and I have also
been to New York City, Pennsylvania, Washington DC, Virginia Beach, South Carolina, and
Florida.”
For her mitzvah project, Michelle will
“...create a fundraiser to help the Humane
Society of New York, a not-for-profit volunteer animal rescue organization. Their mission
is to rescue homeless and abandoned animals
and provide medical care for them, and then
board them at veterinarian’s offices, boarding
facilities, and/or foster homes until they are
adopted.”
Marissa
“Missy”
Buchholz,
the
daughter of Elaine
and Lonny Buchholz,
will become a bat
mitzvah on Saturday,
June 21.
Her
brothers
Zachery and Joshua
will join in the celeMarissa
bration, along with
Grandmother Anita Buchholz from Delray
Beach, FL; Aunt Barbara and Uncle Robert
Buchholz from Cape Coral, FL; and cousin
Sarah Coxon from England.
Marissa is a 7th grade student at Iselin
Middle School. Her favorite subjects are
reading, writing, and science.
She tells us that “my hobbies are baking,
listening to music, and playing sports – soccer, basketball and softball.” In addition, she
enjoys hanging out with her friends.
Family travels have taken Marissa to
New York, Pennsylvania, Florida, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and England.
For her mitzvah project, she is asking
people “to donate new movies and TV shows
on DVDs, and video games for children and
teenagers for The Bristol-Myers Squibb Children’s Hospital in New Brunswick, NJ.”
Marissa concludes, “I appreciate all the
time and effort the teachers and staff at Neve
Shalom have put in to get me ready for my
bat mitzvah.”
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Neve Shalom would like to
thank the following people
for chanting Torah in the
month of April:
T=Teen, JR=Junior
Ariel Bazer ..................... T 1
Ronald Becker ............... 16
Scott Boxer .................... T 1
Jake Bullock ................... 2
Andrea Colby ................. 3
Lawrence Dombrow ...... 2
Michael Friederwitzer ... 10
Eric Goldman ................. 1
Rosalie Green ................ 3
Bruce Greenberg ........... 3
Jennifer Greenberg ....... T 3
Rebecca Hersch ............. T 1
Arielle Kafker ................. T 1
Rena Kallman ................ 1
Barbara Osofsky ............ 1
Daniel Rosenfield .......... T 1
Mark Rosenfield ............ 6
Michele Rosenfield........ 7
Brett Schildkraut ........... 12
David Schildkraut .......... T 3
Debbie Schildkraut ........ 2
Haley Schulman ............. 1
Stacey Sern .................... 1
Martin Slutzky ............... 3
Arlene Smith.................. 1
Barbara Spack................ 1
Lisa Spiegel .................... 2
Eric Steinbach ................ T2
Stephen Traum .............. 3
David Yellin .................... 5

Segal Lecture Brings Artist to Neve Shalom

O

n March 23rd, we were fortunate to have guest artist David Moss deliver a
lecture and art workshop as this year's Israel Segal Memorial Lecture. The
Moss Haggadah has become perhaps the best-known illuminated Haggadah of the
past 50 years, with its creative cut-outs and gold-leaf parchment. As part of the art
workshop, Moss demonstrated the power of images to tell a story. Using the Exodus from Egypt as an example, with inspiration from the Bible and from Moss, congregants created a picture version of the Hallel prayer.
Photos taken by Deborah Schildkraut

Haftarah
Gary Bailin
Ariel Bazer ..................... T
Aimee Braverman
Bruce Greenberg
Jonathan Greenberg
Jonathan Hersch
Audrey Napchen
Michele Rosenfield
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Neve Shalom teens David Schildkraut (at left)
and Scott Boxer (at right) attended the AIPAC
Convention in

Washington, DC. They had a

lobbying meeting with local Congressman Frank
Pallone Jr. (at center)

Summer
Birthdays
Join us on Shabbat on June 7, July 5, and August 2 as
we celebrate the following birthdays with a special
blessing from the Rabbi and cupcakes at lunch!

June
Shaina Garb
Ronan Gray
Max Rubin

July
Jonah Alter
Avner Chaplin
Callie Hanbridge
Zachary Lanton
Ilana Stein
Liliana Tirado

August
Jacob Bazer
Sammy Bazer
Avery Byrne
Mia Herman
Julianna Margolin
Rebecca Margolin
Brian Schuetz
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds:
Youth Fund
In Honor Of .................................. From
Youth Scholarship Fund ................. Ruth and Arthur Weinfeld
Prayerbook
In Memory Of .............................. From
Alice M. Cohen ............................... Peter and Sandra Dibbern
Walter Greenspan.......................... Harriet Greenspan
Allan Schonberger .......................... Frances Schonberger

Rabbi's Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of .................................. From
Rabbi Zelizer, wishing you
continued good health ................... Shirley Segal
In Memory Of .............................. From
Siegfried Weisselberger ................. Judy and Sy Tabak
Yahrzeit .......................................... Karen Reichel
Leon Bleman .................................. Estelle and Harold Marcus
Yahrzeit .......................................... Steven and Phyllis Weiser
Molly Schreiber .............................. Phillip Schreiber
Yahrzeit .......................................... Gladys Leibowitz
Sadie Hinkes ................................... Beverly and Stephan Perry
Yahrzeit .......................................... Gertrude Unger
Yahrzeit .......................................... Sandra and Richard Wunder
Claire Moskowitz ........................... Martin and Marilyn Tessler
Yahrzeit .......................................... Ellis and Marilyn Taffet
Yahrzeit .......................................... Bernard and Judith Kamen
Robert Goldfarb ............................. Betty Goldfarb
Hilde Moses ................................... Joanne and Joe Doman
Stanley Thurer................................ Mindy Paris-Thurer
Harry Ludwin.................................. Sharon and Elliott Ludwin
Yahrzeit .......................................... Frances Drescher
Lena Blander .................................. Doris Geller
Stanley Mikelonis ........................... Elaine and Jerry Glick
Max Roth ....................................... Daniel and Esta Marx
Rose Roth ....................................... Daniel and Esta Marx
Yahrzeit .......................................... Marc and Gail Bressler
Benjamin Haberman ...................... Kitty Haberman
Robert and Miriam Frank ............... Renee Frank
David Harrison ............................... Arlene and Leonard Smith
Yahrzeit .......................................... Kitty Haberman
Ner Tamid Fund
In Honor Of .................................. From
Adam's bar mitzvah ....................... Edna Sherber
Ron and Chris Becker, thank you
for leading my
grandfather's shivah service .......... The McAuley Family
Neve Shalom, thank you
for your assistance during
my grandfather's shivah ................ The McAuley Family
Audrey Napchen, for your
dedication to Neve Shalom ............ Alfred and Bernice Bloom
In Memory Of .............................. From
Our wonderful neighbor,
Alice Cohen .................................... Richard and Mary Lou Plechner
Alice Mildred Rubinstein Cohen .... Carol and Arthur Lerner
....................................................... Betty and Mark Daniele
Irving Zocks .................................... Eleanor Massey
....................................................... Sanzo Ltd.
Yahrzeit .......................................... Paul and Lisa Kleiman

Rabbi Nathan & Florence Zelizer Fund
In Honor Of .................................. From
Rabbi Zelizer, for all his support
of Eitan in preparation
for his bar mitzvah ......................... Marian and Eddie Szteinbaum
Gershon Robinson Music and Art Fund
In Memory Of .............................. From
Anne Linksman .............................. Marlene Fineman
Aaron Braun ................................... Marlene Fineman
Jeffrey Turtletaub Jewish Music Library Fund
In Honor Of .................................. From
Sheldon Levin, for all his
teaching, support, and his
special rendition of Adon Olam
at Eitan's bar mitzvah .................... Marian and Eddie Szteinbaum
In Memory Of .............................. From
Alice Cohen .................................... Jackie and Saul Frechtman
Irving Zocks .................................... Frances Schonberger
Max Roller Library Fund
In Memory Of .............................. From
Shmuel Verbitsky ........................... David Verbitsky

Come celebrate our Volunteers at Volunteer
Shabbat on June 28. The recipient of
the 2014 Mllie Fishbein Award wil be announced
during services. The celebration includes an ice
cream social during kiddush!!

Susy Schwartz Memorial Fund
In Honor Of .................................. From
David Yellin, for his support, love,
and teaching of Eitan in
preparation for his bar mitzvah ..... Marian and Eddie Szteinbaum
Get well, Ann Frank........................ Myrna and Herbert Samuelson
In Memory Of .............................. From
Fay Schussler.................................. Susan Farber
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Sales Phone: 732-548-9191
Fax Phone: 732-548-9759

Service Phone:
732-548-9394

Discounted
Sales & Service

551 Middlesex Ave
Metuchen, NJ

Hours by Appointment

THE MIDDLESEX MEDICAL GROUP
Richard B. Bullock, M.D., F.A.C.P.
Diplomate American Board of Internal Medicine and Geriatrics

Anne Alliegro, RN, ANP-C
Nurse Practitioner

225 May St., Suite E, Edison

732-661-2020

Sansone Auto Network

ANN FRANK

The Miller
Ballroom

President

CENTRAL TRAVEL

FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

MONUMENTS FOR
ALL CEMETERIES

MEMORIAL CENTER

at Neve Shalom

TEL (908) 486-0430
FAX (908) 486-4190

732-548-2238

email centraltravelnj@att.net

Cosmetic & Restorative
Dentistry
DAVID FRECHTMAN, D.M.D
TEL: (732) 548-8600
MEDIPLEX SUITE 303
98 JAMES STREET
EDISON, NJ 08820
ALAN B. GOLDBERG, D.D.S., LLC
MEDIPLEX, SUITE 303
98 JAMES STREET
EDISON, NJ 08820

COSMETIC, RESTORATIVE

HAIMM

GOLDSTEIN
FUNERAL CHAPEL INC.
We value the dignity and the sanctity
of the Jewish soul and we uphold and
maintain reverence for the Jewish
tradition
Exclusively Jewish Operated
Conveniently Located
Large Chapels
Martin Goldstein, Mgr.
N.J. Lic. 4025

TEL (732) 494-7767
FAX (732) 494-6240

2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison
732-777-0032
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10 MAIN STREET
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
800-729-0582

732-634-8500
732-634-1521
Fax: 732-750-0120

Commercial Litigation, Collections & Bankruptcy
Nationwide
SAMUEL & JOY GRAFTON
POPPER & GRAFTON - ATTORNEYS AT LAW
225 West 34th Street
Suite 2209
New York, NY 10122-1600

212-290-2630
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250 Grove Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840
732-548-2238

Dated Material - Please Expedite

Sivan/Tammuz 5774
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